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Figure 1. Google Maps. Empire, Michigan in relation to the U.S. (2014)

Introduction 

In the town of Empire, Michigan lie the footprints of a rail bridge in South Bar Lake. All 

that remain are the pilings that supported the bridge during its use. Listed in the Inventory of  

 

Maritime and Recreation Resources of the Manitou Passage Underwater Preserve, the team 

relocated this site and chose it for this survey project (Vrana 5-8). This research project was 

conducted by Duncan Farrant and William Farrant with the help of Kara McDonald, Nancy 

Jaroh, and Dr. Mark Holley. The primary aim was to locate the pilings within the lake for further 

research. The main goals of this project were to acquire permissions to survey the site, to collect 

piling position data to determine the nature and extent of the rail bridge, and to create a 

monograph based on that data. 
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Location  

          South Bar Lake is located 44.819712, 

-86.063782 on the west side of in Empire, 

Michigan, between the village and Lake 

Michigan. To gain access to the lake, the 

team contacted property owner, Lance 

Roman on July 23rd 2014 at 12:31 p.m. The 

team also contacted adjacent property 

owner Nick Wienheimer to use his land for 

access if needed. However, this did not prove necessary. 

 

History 

The Latter half of the 19th century was a time of expansion in the United States. 

Following the Gold Rush in 1849 and the American Civil War 1865, companies began 

Figure 2. Google Maps. Empire in relation to Michigan. (2014)

Figure 2. Google Maps.  
                South Bar Lake. (2014)

Figure 3. Google Maps. Traverse Bay Region. (2014)
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Figure 3.  Farrant. Empire Rail Company. (2014)

constructing railroads all over America. Journeys that took months to complete previously could 

now, because of railroads, be finished within weeks. Many people moved to the West to start 

new lives as farmers and ranchers. In the same time period of railroad expansion the inventions 

of telegraph, telephone, phonograph, and radio emerged allowing people to communicate 

instantaneously. This enabled more people to move to wilder areas of the nation (Mintz).  

The Empire Lumber Company 

was the primary industry in Empire 

from 1887 to 1917. During this time, 

the population boomed in Empire due 

to increasing availability of 

employment. The company was the 

basis of the economy in Empire for 

many years until it was consumed by a 

massive fire. The golden age of lumbering is still remembered by the local residents and the 

company’s history has not been forgotten. 

In 1880, the entrepreneur George Elsworth established a lumber mill on the southeast 

corner of South Bar Lake. This mill produced cordwood from white pines to support the 

construction of railroads and housing in the area. Five years later, Potter’s mill was constructed 

to increase production. Later, in the winter of 1887, T. Wilce Company, founded by Thomas 

Wilce, bought the mills. “T. Wilce Co. was the largest flooring supplier in Michigan”, Dave 

Taghon says in his video, Empire Lumber Company. (Taghon) 

Thomas Wilce greatly expanded his capital in 1890 with a boarding house and a five-

hundred foot dock. Its massive shipping and production assets made the Empire Lumber 

Company the largest in Michigan. The company produced “15-20 million cord-feet of lumber 
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Figure 4.  Farrant. Empire from South. (2014) 

every year,” says Taghon. To illustrate, one cord-foot of wood, or sixteen cubic feet, of white 

pine weighs roughly 578 pounds. (Taghon) 

Because of the lumber industry, many people immigrated to Empire. Many of whom 

were Norwegian workers recruited by T. Wilce Co. to work on the mill. After the initial purchase 

of the mill, the Empire Lumber Company created a store of the same name. This store serviced 

the residents in the area by providing all necessities of living. The boom in population led to the 

construction of the Empire rail in 1892. This included the Empire and South Eastern railways. 

(Taghon) 

 On August 30th 1906, the 

Empire Lumber Company burned 

down. Despite this, the company 

chose to rebuild using lumber from 

a nearby company. Production was 

in decline until March 4th 1917 

when the boiler caught fire and 

burned down the Empire Lumber 

Company for a second time. T. Wilce Company did not rebuild after this, thus the Empire 

Lumber Company was finished. (Taghon) 

In 1914, the residents of Empire petitioned the government to establish a harbor in South 

Bar Lake. The process would have involved channeling the lake 250 feet across for ship traffic 

and dredging the basin to 16 feet. However, the government deemed this endeavor too costly and 

unnecessary (Appendix B, page 2). 

“After industry left, the shoreline receded,” Dave Taghon explained. The population 

receded as well. The economy of Empire, Michigan now relies on tourism of the Sleeping Bear 
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Figure 5. Farrant. Model of Empire Lumber Co. (2014)

Figure 6. Holley. Kara McDonald 
Operating the Total Station. (2014)

Dunes National Lakeshore. Now, only remnants of the company remain. Most of the evidence of 

the lumber company’s operations has disappeared except for a few foundations and some rail 

bridge pilings. 

Preliminary Research 

The local museum director, Dave 

Taghon, offered a plethora of information 

about the Empire Lumber Company and the 

rail bridge that the team surveyed. With the 

visual representation of a scale model of the 

company and its extent, Mr. Taghon 

explained that the railroad ran an incomplete 

circle around South Bar Lake. The rail also went through the middle of the lake towards the 

docks for loading and unloading (Figure 7). This would be the location for the research. After 

industry left the area, the surrounding mills and warehouses were either repurposed or destroyed. 

Survey 

After acquiring permissions from local residents 

on July 23rd (Appendix A), survey of the site began at 

about 5:00 p.m. Over the next two hours, Duncan and 

William Farrant, and Nancy Jaroh located pilings in the 

water while Kara McDonald operated the total station 

from the shore. The operation went smoothly and the 

team collected 270 points by 7:10 p.m. 
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Figure 7. Holley.  William Farrant (left) and Duncan Farrant 
(right) Establishing Location of Pilings. (2014) 

To record the locations of the pilings, the team used a Leica TS-11 total station. The total 

station is a piece of electronic survey equipment that uses that records points based on angles and 

distances relative to one known control point. The station sends a beam of infrared light towards 

a prism that reflects the light back to the total station. The team positioned the total station on the 

shore to establish a clear line-of-sight to all pilings. Then they secured a prism to a pool noodle 

to ensure flotation. The noodle remained rigid with the attachment of a steel rod. 

Once in the water, the team 

began recording locations of pilings. The 

tops of the piles were no more than two 

feet below the surface of the water; this 

made it easy to place the prism 

perpendicular to the center of each pile. 

Pilings were in rows of four leading 

straight through South Bar Lake. On the west side of the lake, another set of pilings split from 

the main group. This is where the rail bridge turned toward the lumber mill and warehouses. 

When recording points, William and Duncan would send a hand signal to Ms. McDonald when 

ready. She then, using the total station, would record the point, and the rest of the group would 

move to the next piling. 

The only health concern that arose was a case of moderate hypothermia from Duncan 

Farrant. The issue was remedied shortly after survey was complete. Otherwise, the project was 

completed without any impedance. 
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Site Analysis 

South Bar Lake is 520 feet across. 

 

 In total, the team recorded 270 individual pilings. They were positioned in rows of four, 

with three piles of equal distance apart and a forth farther from the rest (See Figure 10). Once the 

second group of pilings began to split from the main group (roughly 475 feet from the southeast 

corner), the locations of the pilings became random; however, they followed the same pattern of 

four pilings across once the two tracks split. This is the point in which the trains would either 

turn to the mill or move to the dock for the loading and unloading of ships. 

Figure 8. Farrant. HABS HAER Site Plan. (2015)
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On Wednesday July 23rd, the skies were clear and the wind was blowing at 8mph. During 

the survey, the algae in the area were beginning to bloom; this made underwater visibility very 

low. Water temperature was about 73°F with an air temperature in the 60s. 

To access the site, the team met at the end of Reynolds Street and walked the equipment 

up the rail bed until we reached the shore. There was no trouble entering the water, as there was 

direct access. 

Safety precautions assessed included the following: drowning, general injury (cuts, 

scrapes, fishhooks etc.), dehydration, and procedure for retrieving someone from the water. 

However, hypothermia was not considered; this became an issue during the research. All other 

risks were covered within the mitigation procedure. This is located in the NAS Open Water Risk 

Assessment. (Appendix F) 

Conclusions 

The pilings of the Empire rail bridge are some of the last standing pieces of the Empire 

Lumber Company. They are remnants of the expanse and decline of Empire, Michigan, which 

was massively influential to the economic and social growth of the area. The significance of the 

site rests on this fact that these railroad pilings paint a picture of T. Wilce Co. and its effects on 

the region. 

The project has documented the cultural remains of a substantial structure whose study 

leads to a better understanding of the areas history. The data maps an image of the pilings 

previously unknown to the residents of Empire. With this information, we know exactly how 

many pilings there are as well as their specific locations. This can be used for future scientific 

projects in South Bar Lake. 
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Further research of the site would most likely involve a more intensive examination of 

the pilings. We do not know the exact age of the pilings or even the types of trees they are. It 

may also be prudent to conduct a dive to explore the base of the pilings for any possible artifacts. 

In addition, further measurement of the heights of the pilings will create a more accurate image 

of the site. A location near the Empire Rail Bridge site, 75 to 100 feet south, there are more 

pilings and the remains of an old dock. This old dock and pilings are on the east side of South 

Bar Lake. 
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Appendix A – Contact Information 

Tim Barr 231-326-5274  BNESCOT@chartermi.net 

11444 Reynolds Rd. Empire, Michigan 

Permission to use property – 7/23/14 12:12 PM 

 

Lance Roman 231-326-5194  LanceRomanx@aim.com 

11679 LaCore Street Empire, Michigan 49630 

Permission to use property - 7/23/14 1:00 PM 

 

Nick Weinheimer 231-326-5230 206-349-8857 nichwei@gmail.com 

Permission to use property. 7/23/14 1:19 PM 

 

Dave Taghon 231-326-5568  Empiremuseum@centurytel.net 

Empire Museum 11544 South Lacore Street, Empire, MI 49630 

Historical information on Rail Bridge and Empire 7/23/14 2:00 PM 
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Appendix B – Secretary of War Pages

 

Figure 9 Farrant. Secretary of War letter regarding the establishment of a Harbor of 
Refuge at South Bar Lake. (2014) 
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Figure 10 Farrant. Secretary of War letter regarding the establishment of a Harbor of 
Refuge at South Bar Lake page 2. (2014) 
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Appendix C – Additional Photographs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Farrant. Photo of model of 
Empire Rail Bridge West end from the 
West. (2014) 

Figure 12 Farrant. Photo of model of 
Empire Rail Bridge West end from the 
North. (2014) 

Figure 13 Farrant. Photo of model of Empire 
Rail Bridge from the West. (2014) 
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Figure 14 Farrant. Map Empire 
Lumber Company. (2014)

Figure 15 Farrant. Photo of buoys 
on South Bar Lake. (2014) 
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Figure 17. Bing Maps. 
Arial view of Empire 
Rail Bridge. Dock 
pilings and dock 
located in upper right 
quadrant of photo. 
(2015) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Farrant. Photo looking 
South from location of Rail Bridge 
pilings. (2014) 
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Figure 18. Farrant. Old rail bed, facing 
east photo demonstrates evidence of the 
siding servicing the east side of South Bar 
Lake. (2014) 

Figure 19. Farrant. Old rail bed, 
facing west. 2014) 

Figure 20. Farrant.  Old rail bed, facing 
West photo demonstrates evidence of the 
siding servicing the east side of South Bar 
Lake on the left side of photo. (2014) 

Figure 21. Farrant.  Old rail bed siding 
servicing the east side of South Bar Lake. 
(2014) 
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Figure 24. Farrant. Old rail bed siding 
servicing the east side of South Bar Lake. 
(2014) 

Figure 25. Farrant. Old rail bed siding 
servicing the east side of South Bar Lake, 
very near the lake and old dock site. 
(2014) 
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Figure 23. Holley.Total station site 
selection. (2014) 

Figure 22. Holley. Kara McDonald 
operating Total Station on east side of 
South Bar Lake. (2014) 

Figure 28. Holley. William Farrant and 
Duncan Farrant Confirming hand signals 
for each point of data acquisition. (2014) 
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Appendix D – Total Station data 

1000,1000.000,1000.000,1000.000, 
1001,,,, 
1,987.605,1053.384,992.203, 
2,993.941,1050.461,992.313, 
3,998.586,1049.779,992.401, 
4,1002.928,1047.720,992.372, 
5,1005.977,1058.294,992.219, 
6,1001.992,1059.574,992.098, 
7,998.756,1061.409,992.071, 
8,991.663,1064.673,992.116, 
9,1010.137,1068.633,992.445, 
10,1006.499,1070.060,992.396, 
11,1002.907,1071.549,992.471, 
12,995.618,1074.296,992.126, 
13,1013.631,1078.990,992.559, 
14,1009.890,1080.084,992.155, 
15,1006.428,1081.932,992.302, 
16,999.627,1085.121,992.413, 
17,1017.385,1088.927,992.299, 
18,1012.835,1090.921,992.359, 
19,1009.834,1092.125,992.391, 
20,1002.138,1094.320,992.485, 
21,1021.252,1099.379,992.223, 
22,1017.139,1100.698,992.375, 
23,1014.485,1102.222,992.346, 
24,1007.183,1104.837,992.388, 
25,1025.215,1109.410,992.315, 
26,1021.769,1110.819,992.354, 
27,1018.236,1112.633,992.205, 
28,1011.041,1115.201,992.425, 
29,1028.837,1119.566,992.453, 
30,1025.766,1121.178,992.400, 
31,1022.588,1122.818,992.199, 
32,1014.318,1125.398,992.265, 
33,1032.290,1129.467,992.378, 
34,1028.606,1131.577,992.430, 
35,1025.099,1133.013,992.449, 
36,1018.420,1135.900,992.531, 
37,1036.345,1139.577,992.363, 
38,1032.896,1141.345,992.329, 
39,1029.332,1142.588,992.468, 
40,1022.085,1145.577,992.496, 
41,1041.142,1151.758,992.403, 
42,1037.323,1153.391,992.415, 
43,1034.308,1155.063,992.425, 

44,1026.162,1158.298,992.173, 
45,1045.241,1162.354,992.393, 
46,1042.384,1163.700,992.328, 
47,1038.194,1165.009,992.386, 
48,1031.474,1168.418,992.395, 
49,1048.247,1172.853,992.342, 
50,1045.021,1174.535,992.141, 
51,1041.465,1176.196,992.255, 
52,1034.583,1178.978,992.392, 
53,1052.612,1183.154,992.244, 
54,1049.529,1184.317,992.455, 
55,1045.991,1186.163,992.361, 
56,1038.158,1189.253,992.315, 
57,1056.281,1192.579,992.387, 
58,1052.713,1194.662,992.224, 
59,1048.787,1196.197,992.148, 
60,1041.696,1198.716,992.241, 
61,1059.542,1202.649,992.326, 
62,1056.068,1204.093,992.184, 
63,1052.319,1205.698,992.422, 
64,1045.398,1208.258,992.343, 
65,1054.575,1205.239,991.783, 
66,1063.848,1214.107,992.433, 
67,1059.787,1215.173,992.290, 
68,1056.927,1216.148,992.164, 
69,1049.850,1218.722,992.347, 
70,1068.365,1223.713,992.358, 
71,1064.103,1225.012,992.369, 
72,1060.710,1226.251,992.264, 
73,1054.569,1228.490,992.149, 
74,1071.451,1233.118,992.168, 
75,1068.026,1234.500,992.283, 
76,1063.335,1236.398,992.179, 
77,1056.994,1239.569,992.342, 
78,1074.618,1242.879,992.303, 
79,1071.288,1244.082,992.263, 
80,1067.408,1246.633,992.363, 
81,1060.904,1248.963,992.388, 
82,1078.673,1252.986,992.319, 
83,1075.129,1254.549,992.199, 
84,1072.364,1255.393,992.219, 
85,1066.158,1259.220,992.348, 
86,1083.181,1264.421,992.281, 
87,1080.346,1265.296,992.243, 
88,1075.995,1267.325,992.259, 
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89,1069.236,1270.291,992.194, 
90,1086.400,1273.387,992.231, 
91,1082.835,1275.545,992.270, 
92,1078.716,1276.979,992.255, 
93,1072.130,1279.074,992.217, 
94,1089.409,1281.917,992.116, 
95,1085.804,1282.950,992.212, 
96,1081.319,1285.153,992.278, 
97,1074.849,1287.832,992.315, 
98,1093.039,1289.742,992.270, 
99,1089.726,1290.898,992.274, 
100,1085.635,1292.845,992.285, 
101,1078.763,1296.052,992.291, 
102,1095.733,1297.875,992.204, 
103,1092.045,1299.682,992.079, 
104,1088.761,1301.323,992.168, 
105,1081.756,1304.072,992.195, 
106,1082.347,1302.026,992.111, 
107,1098.846,1307.114,992.283, 
108,1096.050,1308.715,992.436, 
109,1091.402,1310.373,992.268, 
110,1084.079,1313.534,992.267, 
111,1102.217,1315.647,992.234, 
112,1098.881,1316.783,992.285, 
113,1096.534,1318.413,992.189, 
114,1088.267,1320.829,992.348, 
115,1105.268,1323.934,992.348, 
116,1101.336,1326.606,992.178, 
117,1098.435,1326.525,992.215, 
118,1091.479,1329.748,992.346, 
119,1107.737,1332.972,992.182, 
120,1105.028,1334.304,992.248, 
121,1102.222,1336.009,992.111, 
122,1094.984,1337.795,992.150, 
123,1111.772,1342.310,992.282, 
124,1108.830,1342.644,992.167, 
125,1104.819,1344.943,992.110, 
126,1098.521,1346.561,992.334, 
127,1115.571,1350.194,992.098, 
128,1111.752,1351.463,992.213, 
129,1108.471,1352.289,992.230, 
130,1101.670,1355.055,992.323, 
131,1117.989,1359.857,992.322, 
132,1115.496,1360.320,992.326, 
133,1110.818,1361.938,992.338, 
134,1103.417,1365.722,992.443, 
135,1122.100,1367.792,992.051, 

136,1117.592,1369.601,992.153, 
137,1114.291,1370.937,992.238, 
138,1108.721,1373.257,992.101, 
139,1124.896,1376.527,992.186, 
140,1121.734,1377.798,992.315, 
141,1117.989,1379.791,992.198, 
142,1111.095,1382.534,992.190, 
143,1127.538,1385.428,991.957, 
144,1125.235,1386.995,992.328, 
145,1120.823,1387.997,992.249, 
146,1113.773,1390.847,992.254, 
147,1131.478,1394.257,992.123, 
148,1127.944,1394.593,992.333, 
149,1124.577,1396.132,992.224, 
150,1117.002,1399.188,992.362, 
151,1134.605,1402.939,992.252, 
152,1130.917,1404.286,992.268, 
153,1127.421,1405.337,992.304, 
154,1120.052,1408.283,992.174, 
155,1138.030,1411.548,992.222, 
156,1134.599,1412.757,992.218, 
157,1130.515,1413.958,992.278, 
158,1123.704,1416.163,992.279, 
159,1141.448,1421.408,992.183, 
160,1137.994,1422.033,992.296, 
161,1134.167,1422.970,992.145, 
162,1127.411,1424.747,992.344, 
163,1144.303,1429.648,992.397, 
164,1140.223,1430.551,992.325, 
165,1136.962,1432.482,992.394, 
166,1130.168,1434.228,992.471, 
167,1147.143,1438.352,992.251, 
168,1142.871,1439.753,992.346, 
169,1139.508,1441.547,992.394, 
170,1132.814,1443.789,992.335, 
171,1150.615,1447.077,992.286, 
172,1147.878,1448.953,992.301, 
173,1143.588,1451.470,992.397, 
174,1135.740,1453.198,992.398, 
175,1154.300,1455.528,992.285, 
176,1151.090,1457.188,992.337, 
177,1147.186,1458.088,992.359, 
178,1140.453,1460.798,992.409, 
179,1157.350,1464.532,992.223, 
180,1154.008,1465.514,992.339, 
181,1149.957,1467.861,992.326, 
182,1147.724,1465.626,992.255, 
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183,1141.930,1465.125,992.209, 
184,1142.102,1469.983,992.392, 
185,1142.650,1473.323,992.414, 
186,1160.360,1472.884,992.355, 
187,1157.641,1474.587,992.300, 
188,1153.451,1476.171,992.299, 
189,1149.637,1474.660,992.108, 
190,1145.668,1479.360,992.303, 
191,1141.998,1480.740,992.177, 
192,1164.090,1481.469,992.387, 
193,1161.147,1482.421,992.481, 
194,1156.776,1484.968,992.364, 
195,1151.421,1484.087,992.454, 
196,1149.821,1486.957,992.503, 
197,1145.564,1489.608,992.228, 
198,1142.399,1488.978,992.273, 
199,1166.485,1489.518,992.381, 
200,1162.556,1490.987,992.328, 
201,1159.594,1492.622,992.379, 
202,1151.977,1495.520,992.488, 
203,1151.750,1500.695,992.266, 
204,1148.132,1499.045,992.210, 
205,1143.161,1497.838,992.209, 
206,1170.464,1497.833,992.438, 
207,1167.146,1498.579,992.413, 
208,1163.667,1501.099,992.438, 
209,1155.609,1503.069,992.488, 
210,1151.730,1500.732,992.273, 
211,1148.119,1499.150,992.260, 
212,1151.841,1495.456,992.460, 
213,1148.335,1507.231,992.335, 
214,1143.849,1506.149,992.361, 
215,1173.660,1506.096,992.088, 
216,1170.196,1507.235,992.420, 
217,1166.720,1509.151,992.374, 
218,1159.297,1512.426,992.405, 
219,1155.422,1519.419,992.425, 
220,1150.895,1518.394,992.308, 
221,1146.850,1516.946,992.326, 
222,1143.050,1515.972,992.152, 
223,1175.765,1514.830,992.366, 
224,1171.374,1516.386,992.367, 
225,1169.329,1517.554,992.419, 
226,1161.653,1520.546,992.412, 
227,1155.615,1519.433,992.445, 

228,1151.015,1518.500,992.318, 
229,1147.053,1517.025,992.283, 
230,1143.145,1515.981,992.149, 
231,1179.166,1524.202,992.429, 
232,1175.381,1524.988,992.314, 
233,1172.242,1526.066,992.312, 
234,1166.132,1528.244,992.354, 
235,1182.356,1533.295,992.341, 
236,1179.742,1534.115,992.309, 
237,1175.543,1534.641,992.191, 
238,1167.652,1536.408,992.354, 
239,1186.099,1541.648,992.225, 
240,1182.645,1542.226,992.233, 
241,1178.836,1543.937,992.328, 
242,1171.026,1545.980,992.374, 
243,1189.709,1550.480,992.398, 
244,1185.881,1551.711,992.734, 
245,1182.149,1553.078,992.999, 
246,1174.634,1555.500,993.233, 
247,1155.831,1527.652,992.277, 
248,1150.673,1526.270,992.312, 
249,1145.999,1525.135,992.403, 
250,1142.244,1524.608,992.153, 
251,1156.008,1536.391,992.152, 
252,1155.900,1536.411,992.155, 
253,1149.196,1535.009,992.328, 
254,1145.709,1534.252,992.275, 
255,1141.329,1533.922,992.171, 
256,1155.070,1546.667,992.060, 
257,1148.567,1544.741,992.232, 
258,1143.900,1543.510,992.301, 
259,1139.933,1542.328,992.329, 
260,1146.532,1554.545,992.235, 
261,1142.290,1552.794,992.271, 
262,1138.256,1551.413,992.296, 
263,1144.455,1565.034,992.831, 
264,1140.708,1563.188,992.781, 
265,1137.067,1561.485,992.384, 
266,1134.975,1570.935,992.714, 
267,1142.516,1488.920,992.240, 
268,1145.458,1489.608,992.218, 
269,1145.821,1479.253,992.352, 
270,1142.013,1480.439,992.266, 
271,1142.976,1473.342,992.422, 
   



 

Appendix E - Reconnaissance Survey Sketch 
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Appendix F - NAS Proforma 
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Appendix G – Select Kit 

 Total Station 
 Staff  
 Prism 

 
 Personal Equipment 

 Life Preservers 
 Fins 
 Masks and Snorkels 

 
 People 

 Duncan Farrant 
 William Farrant 
 Mark Holley 
 Nancy Jaroh 
 Kara McDonald 

 
 Safety Items 

 First Aid Kit 
 Safety Sheets 

 
 Point of Contact in Empire:  

 Dave Taghon 
 

 Miscellaneous 
 Tape Measures 

 
 Total Station Notes: 

 Need floatation for Staff 
 Walkie-Talkies (Waterproof) 
 Tri-Pod 

 

 


